
Troop 802 – Summer Camp Packing List 
 

List of what to pack and bring to camp: (its long but most are very small items) 
 
Backpack 
Lightweight sleeping bag (mummy style for backpacking as it must be packed in backpack) 
Sleeping pad - small (again it must be able to be packed in backpack) 
mess kit and utensils-(spork) 
pocket knife 
bug spray (small bottle)# 
camp soap (REI)* 
moleskin** 
waterproof matches 
flint & steel 
compass (with whistle is nice) 
pen and pencil 
sunblock# 
water bottle, (Nalgene standard wide top) REI or Big5## 
small day pack or lightweight over shoulder carry bag to carry pencil and stuff to TFC classes 
deck of cards 
 
Clothes: 

Class A uniform 
jeans or other pants (zip-a-ways are a good option) 
socks (1pr/day) 
underwear (1pr/day) 
hiking boots (shoes) 
comfortable shoes (that can get thrashed if you don't use hiking boots) 
hat 
sunglasses 
swimsuit 
shorts (if not zip-a-way) 
T-shirt (2 or 3) 
long sleeve shirt (1 min) 
sweatshirt or jacket 
towel 
 

Toiletries:# 

toothpaste 
toothbrush 
deodorant 
small bottle of hand sanitizer 
  

Optional Items: 

Collapsible shovel*** 
small tarp (6x8-optional) 
short chord (nylon for hanging clothes) 
 
FOOTNOTES: 
 
* = camp soap is a highly concentrated liquid soap in a small bottle great for everything, dishes, hair, 
body. 

** = good for covering blisters 

*** = optional for this camp but a good tool. You want a small version as it has a serrated edge, pick axe, 
and shovel with fold out handle (lightweight) 

# = These items will need be packed in a zip lock bag labeled with your Scout's name and placed in the 
bear box every night and during the day when the camp is vacant. (yes, there are bears) 

## = This is a special bottle made for accepting water from the hand pumps used to draw water from 
streams. 


